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High khool Afh/efe
National Meeting

Was Held

In Lexington

I

The National Alliance Football CommittHc nnl fhv IXoiiitive Officers of the
In the picture
National Federation states met in Lexington on January 6-8, 1958.
above, reading- left to right, are: Reed K. Swenson, President, National Junior College
Athletic Association; A. O. Duer, Executive Secretary, N.A.I.A.; H. V. Porter, Executive
Secretary, National Federation of State H.S.A.A.; and C. B. Fagan, Associate Secretary, National Federation.
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National Federation Meeting
The National Alliance Football Committee and
the executive officers of the National Federation of
State Hig-h School Athletic Associations met at the
Phoenix Hotel, Lexington, Kentucky, during the
period of January 6-8, 1958. The K.H.S.A.A. was
represented by Athletic Director Edgar McNabb of
the Beechwood High School and Thomas P. Bell of
Lexington, football clinic directors; and Prin. Joe
Ohr of the Irvine High School, Secretary of the
Kentucky Coaches Charity Association.
The session for executive officers was attended
by Commissioner Theo. A. Sanford and Assistant
Commissioner J. B. Mansfield. Also present at several sessions for both groups were members of the
K.H.S.A.A. Board of Control. More than 100 delegates were present at the two meetings.
National Federation President
in

the

January

Homer

Williams,

football committee session, held on
welcomed representatives of the National

first
6,

Junior College Athletic Association and the NationBrief
al Association of Intercollegiate Athletics.
reports from standing committee chairmen were
made as follows: EQUIPMENT, Lyle Quinn (Iowa);

GAME ADMINISTRATION AND MANUAL,
Harper

(Alabama);

RESEARCH,

S.

D.

J.

C.

afternoon session was devoted to a discussion of the
football questionnaire and editorial topics.
The visitors were guests of the K.H.S.A.A. at a
r^inner meeting, held at the Student Union Building,
University of Kentucky, at 6:00. Dr. Robert R.
Martin, State Superintendent of Public Instruction,
was the speaker for the occasion. He discussed the
relationship of a well organized sports program to
general education. Following the dinner, the group
adjourned to Memorial Coliseum, to see two basketball games which had been scheduled in honor of the
visitors. In the opening game Frankfort defeated
Lafayette by a score of 52-48. Daviess County was

winner over Russell County

in the

second

game by

a score of 79-61.

The two

sessions on Thursday were involved with Authorization of Rules Revisions, Experimentation for 1958, Safety Program, Citations,
and a discussion of the 1959 meeting.
The sessions for executive officers were held
on Tuesday evening, January 7, and Wednesday
morning. Presiding at the sessions were Commissioner L. V. Phillips of Indiana and Commissioner
Sanfoi'd of Kentucliy. Topics for discussion were as
follows: Federation Recommended By-Laws, Olympic
rules

and All-American

Activities,

The Mutual Legal Aid

Pact, Basketball Reaction and Preferences, Progress
Reports, Uses of Available Material, The 1958 Baseball Program, National Alliance Developments, Athletic Injury Conferences, and Expansion of Track

and

Field.

Mr. H. V. Porter, Executive Secretary of the

Year

National Federation, has summarized the more important rule modifications which received the approval of the Football Commitee.
Mr. Porter's

summary

follows:

CHECK-UP ON

1957 CODE: Approximately
20,000 Football Questionnaires were distributed.
Distribution was through machinery set up by each
of the participating organizations.
Approximately
6400 were returned and tabulated. Separate summaries were made for each of the participating
groups.
The proportionate vote in one group differed very little from the corresponding vote in
each of the other groups. This was true for the
check-up on last season's rules as well as for suggested revisions for the season of 1958.
A check-up of Part I of the Questionnaire revealed overwhelming approval of the revisions which
were authorized for and used during the 1957 season.
Coaches, officials and game administrators expressed approval of the rule which prohibits transverse sleeve stripes below the elbow and the right
of a team to use any officially-approved type of ball
when the ball is put in play by that team. There
was a 92V, approval of the rule which permits one
player to talk to one coach at a sideline during a
legal time-out charg'ed to either team.

Jackson

SAFETY, Kermit Anderson (Minnesota); STATISTICAL, Webb Porter (Tennessee);
INJURY DATA, W. M. Runyon, (O.S.F.S.). The
(Tennessee);

$1.00 Per

1958

The

slightly greater restriction on

movement

of

guards and tackles after taking a set position on
the line was approved by a 2 to 1 vote. On this item,
there was a larger dissenting vote than for other

Comments revealed that most of the opposiwas because of details of administration rather
than opposition to the principle of discouraging
deceptive movements intended to cause the opponitems.
tion

commit a foul.
The rule which prohibits any player from
grasping' an opponent's face protector, even though
he may be the runner, received almost unanimous
approval.
ent to

Part II of the Questionnaire leveals problems
are still created by: (a) illegal coaching at times
other than those when coaching is permissible; (b)
failure of the ends to be in proper position on the

scrimmage;

an official blovnng his
(c)
the wrong time, i.e., when he is not
thoroughly familiar with the acts which cause the
b''Il to become dead immediately; and (d) use of the
e'bow or hands not in contact with the body in blockline

of

whistle

at

ing activities.

ABOUT PROPOSALS FOR 1958: Questionnaire
returns showed a heavy majority in favor of continuance of the right of one player to talk to one
coach at the sideline during a legal charged timeAbout 1/10 of those who voted on the matter
out.
would expand the rule to permit several players
and several coaches to participate in the sideline
conference.
The rule concerning restriction on interior
linemen of A received a heavy supporting vote but
a healthy minority favors no additional restrictions
(Continued on Page Ten)
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1958 District Tournament Sites
(2) Paducah Tilghman, (3)
Murray Training, (5) CaMwell

Fulton,

County,

(4)
(6)

Madisonville,

(7)

Hopkinsville,

Todd County, (9) Providence, (10) Henderson, (11) Bremen, (12) Owensboro, (13)
Lewisport, (14) Canieyville, (15) Beaver
Dam, (16) Muhlenberg Central, (17) Bowling Green, (18) Russellville, (19) Park City,
(8)

(20) Metcalfe County, (21) Adair County,
(22) Caverna, (23) Elizabethtown, (24) Old
Kentucky Home, (25) duPont Manual, (26)
'Fern Creek, (29) Shepherdsville, (30) Shelbyville, (31) Oldham County, (32) Owen
County, (33) Boone County, (34) Covington
Catholic, (35) Newport Catholic, (36) Highlands, (37) Harrison County, (38) Bracken
County, (39) Maysville, (40) Paris, (41)
Frankfort, (42) Versailles, (43) University,
(44) Madison Central, (45) Junction City,
(46) Brodhead, (47) Somerset, (48) Hazel
Green, (49) Clay Countv, (50) Corbin, (51)
Bell County, (52) Benham, (53) Jenkins,
(54) Hazard, (55) Carr Creek, (56) Lee
County, (57) Elkhorn City, (58) Betsy
Layne, (59) Flat Gap, (60) Morgan County,
(61) Montgomery County, (62) Breckinridge
Training, (63) Olive Hill, (64) Fairview.

1958 Regional Tournament Sites
(1)

Murray State
High School,

College,

(2)

Hopkins-

Henderson High
School, (4) Central City High School. (5)
Bowling Green High School, (6) Campbellsville High School, (7) Louisville, (8) Owen
County High School, (9) Boone County High
School, (10) Harrison County High School,
(11) University High School, (12) Somerset
High School, (13) Bell County High School,
(14) Hazard High School, (15) Prestonsburg
High School, (16) Morehead State College.
ville

(3)

coaches which appeared in the January issue
of the ATHLETE. Robert J. Cover is coach
at the Richardsville High School, District 17,
Region 5 and Wilms Kief er is coach at the

M. Atherton High
Region 7.
J.

President
Vice-President

(1)

The names of two basketball coaches were
omitted inadvertently from the list of

;

Lexington, Ky.

BOARD OF CONTROL

Wingo,

Correction

7

Kentucky

1958

School,

District

25,

News About Swimming
The 1958 State High School Swimming
Meet for Class A will be held in Lexington on
Saturday, February 22, at the University of
Kentucky pool. This is the earliest date on
which the Class A meet has been held, and
it is in line with the wishes of the school men
involved. The meet for Classes B and C will
be held at the same location on Saturday,
April 12. This date is a week later than the
one originally planned and announced on the
K.H.S.A.A. calendar.
Class A schools will include those high
schools with an enrollment of 750 or more
(grades 9-12), Class B will include those
schools with an enrollment between 300 and
750, and Class C will be schools with an enrollment of less than 300. Any school may
enter a class above its classification, and any
school entering a team in the meet for the
first time may enter the class below its classification.

Class A will have eleven events this year,
two more than the number in 1957. The new
events are the 400 Yard Freestyle and the
100 Yard Butterfly. Class A swimmers may
compete in only two events this year, including Fancy Diving. This is in line with the

The Class A
1958 interscholastic rules.
events this year are as follows 400 Yard
Freestyle, 50 Yard Freestyle, 100 Yard Butterfly, 200 Yard Freestyle, 100 Yard Backstroke, 100 Yard Freestyle, 100 Yard Breaststroke, Fancy Diving, 150 Yard Individual
Medley (butterfly, back, front crawl), 200
Yard Medley Relay, and 200 Yard Freestyle
Relay.
The method of entering teams in the meet
will be the same as in past years, with the
State Office supplying entry blanks to the
schools whose principals have indicated that
they will enter teams in the meet. The Association will make the same allowance to
participants for transportation, lodging, and
meals, as is given State Track Meet partiExpenses for the
cipants in each event.
swimming coach will be paid if the school
has as many as four entries in the State
Meet.
:
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By-Law 21
School administrators and coaches should
check their schedules carefully and see to it
that their teams are not playing more than
the number of basketball games allowed
under the provisions of K.H.S.A.A. By-Law
21. In only one county, conference, or invitational tournament may the games played
by a team representing a member school
count as only one game. If a team plays in
more than one of these tournaments, the one
in which the most games are played may be
counted as the one game mentioned in the

Kereiakes, Spero, 515 Nutwood, Bowling Green, VI 3-6498,
VI 2-5575
Kitchen, Leslie, 1701 Lindy Lane, Lexington, 3-0396, 5-1575
Kleinschmidt, Richard J., 3830 Burwood Ave., Norwood 12, O.
McCallister, Delbert, Delbarton, W. Va.
Oakley, Carl Edwin, 401 Padgett St., Corbin, 2566, 465
Pate, N. Roy, Route 6, Paducah, 5-6803
Phillippe, Janis M., Kings Mountain
Preston, Wodrow, Route 2, Box 37, Pikeville, 1163-J
Price, James E.. Star Route, Liberty, 2581
Prior,
Lowell F., 1722 Highland Ave., Portsmouth, Ohio,
EL 3-0700
Riley, Don D., 805 E. Park, P. O. Box 369, Lynch, VI 8-2462,
VI 8-5486
Rubenstein, Sherwin, 113 West 6th Ave., Williamson, W. Va.
Schultz, Paul F., 2212 Mabert Rd., Portsmouth, Ohio, EL 4-2082
Shirley, Michael D., Route 2, Box 480, Fairdale,
6-3078
stone, Clifton, 2930 Oak Hill Hd., Evansville, Ind., GR 6-0973,
5-3311
Strickland, Lloyd, 3303 Powell, Louisville, EM 6-2005, GL 47511,
Ext. 705
Thompson, Arthur Lee, Scott Ave., Pikeville, 1738, 9120
Thurman, George Cowan, West Somerset, Somerset, 8062
Tibbs, Heyward M., Transylvania College, Lexington
Vinson, Ray T.. P. O. Box 78, McRoberts

EM

HA

W

By-Law.
"Certified" Officials
Since the list of "certified" officials appeared in the January issue of the magazine,
five additional officials have qualified for
the "certified" rating. They are: Bill Baird,
Tom Cubbage, Cleophus Pursiful, William
Varble, Milford Wells.
National Intramural Association
Ellis J. Mendelsohn, Director of Intramural
Activities at the University of Louisville,
announces the forthcoming conference of the
National Intramural Association, scheduled
to be held at the Seelbach Hotel, Louisville,
on March 20-21, 1958. Mr. John Heffernan
of Brown University, Providence, Rhode
Mr.
Island, is President of the Association.
Mendelsohn is Executive Secretary of the
organization, and convention manasrer.

SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF
REGISTERED BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
(List compiled

February

1)

If one telephone number is given for an official listed, it is
home phone number unless otherwise designated. If two
numbers are given, the first number is that of the home phone.

the

Able, Forest E., 4616 So. 2nd Street, Louisville, Em 6-6077
Ashby, Carl C, Box 356, Elkton, Co 5-2262
Ball, Denver, Raceland High School. Raceland, Ashland 4-0531,

Russell 1140
Beiersdorfer, Jim, 6517 Surrey Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio,
1-7194,
1-7194
Blackburn, Adrian, Scott Court, Prestonsburg, 2401
Bowlin, Don, P. O. Box 104, Emlyn, 5058
Bush, Everett, Lothair Station, Hazard, Oak 208
Cain, Malcolm, 1509 Brigman Ave., Jeffersonville, Ind., BU
2-9703, BU 3-6611, Ext. 306
Cropper, William C, Route 2, Mayslick, SO 32602
Curry, Amos R., Delbarton, W. Va.
Deskins, Tilden, Elkhorn City
Dodge, Bruce Baker, 106 Esplanade, Louisville,
3-2804,
3-9606
Duerson, William Robert, Box 480, Lancaster, 401, 9110
Duff, Birchell, Garrett
Edwards, Eugene, Route 2, Tell Citv, Ind.
Elder, Robert James, 332% 3rd, Morehead, 3
Ferguson, Ford, Western High School, Latham, Ohio

HU

HU

EM

EM

Robert C, Box 982, Pikeville, 1418, 1114
Larry C. 6786 LeConte, Cincinnati, Ohio,

Gillespie,

Goetz,

Page Three

1958

BE

19281,

RI 22959
Greer, Tom, 1259

College, Bowling Green, VI 3-6569
Hale, John, 472 Poplar Street, Harlan, 244 (Bus. No.)
Harper, Charles, Beechmont, OR 6-2264
Harper, Robie, Beechmont, GR 6-2264
Hill, Earl Foyster, Route 1, Box 12, Rockhold
Hyde, Paul D., 1301 North 11th St.. Paducah, 3-5686
Jackson, Carl R., P. O. Box 150, Harlan, 778, 2600
Jones, Edward B. Ill, H&S Co., 2nd Tng Regt,
Knox, 5433, 6622

USATCA

•

Welch, Frank T., Sidney
Wieburg, Glenn E., 7983-C Binter St., Ft. Knox, 5091, 583S
Willey, Harold, Marshall College, Huntington, W. Va.
Wilson, Burnell Zeke, 2020 Heatherway, Lexington, 72976
Wils
Turkey Creek

MINUTES OF BOARD MEETING
The Board of Control of the Kentucky High
School Athletic Association met at the K.H.S.A.A.
Building, Lexington, on Sunday evening, January 5,
1958. The meeting was called to order by President
Russell Williamson at 8:00, with Vice-President
Louis Litchfield, Directors W. H. Crowdus, W. B.
Jones, K. G. Gillespie, Jack Dawson, and Cecil A.
Thornton; Commissioner Theo. A. Sanford and Assistant Commissioner J. B. Mansfield present.

Jack Dawson moved, seconded by Louis Litchthat the reading of the minutes of the October
5th meeting be waived, since the members of the
Board had received copies of these minutes. The
motion was carried unanimously.
field,

Chairman W. B. Jones of the Trophy Committee reported that the low bid of the Sutcliffe Company of $27.95 and $32.80 respectively for district
and regional

basketball

been accepted by
der being Hunt
and $34.95. W. H.
A. Thornton, that
tee be approved.
mously.

his

tournament trophies

had

committee, the only other bid-

whose figures were $30.95 and
Crowdus moved, seconded by Cecil
the action of the Trophy CommitThe motion was carried unani-

Chairman W. H. Crowdus of the Football
Championship Committee asked the permission of
the Board for sending out a questionnaire to schools
currently playing' football concerning their wishes
relative to a possible official football championship
being declared. Several items to be mentioned in the
questionnaire were discussed by the Board members.
K. G. Gillespie moved, seconded by Louis Litchfield,
that the Commissioner be authorized to send out
the questionnaire prepared and recommended by the
Football Championship Committee.
The motion
was carried unanimously.
The Commissioner reported that the 1958
K.H.S.A.A. Delegate Assembly and dinner meeting
would be held on Thursday of K.E.A. week this year.

He

that he believed that this earlier date
in better attendance at both meetings.
to secure the services of a speaker
for the dinner meeting.
The Commissioner brought to the attention of
the Board correspondence concerning the Bill Coley
stated

would result

He was authorized

Ft.

(Continued on Page Ten)
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Schools' Ratings of Football Officials for
NAME

Excel.

Allmon, Raymond T. __
Almon, James H.

7

D. (Rev.)
Anderson, E. W., Jr.
Ashworth, Fred G.

Alston,

8
1

Baskin, Sylvester
Bell, Clarence T.

Thomas P.
Howard

3

8

1

3
9
9
8

_

8
7
8

4

2

5
5
6

Jerry F.
Brandenburg, Donald E.
Boyles,

|

j

Brizendine, Vic
Broderick, Carroll A._-j
Brotzge, Maurice J.

6
7
2
2

4
10
5
6

|

Brown, George W.
Brown, John W.

5

13

Burke, Daniel F.
Byrd, Harry G.

Caiman, Edwin C,
Campbell, John J.
Canter, John
Carlson, David A.

Jr.

3
2
5
9

.

1

1

11

3

6
9
9
6

1

Clagg, Harry G,

1

Clark, Charles F.
Clinard, Fred L.
Corea, Frank
Coulter, William
Cox, William J. "Bill"
Grace, James
Craig, Randy
Creasey, Fred
Crosthwaite, John S., Jr.
Crotty, Arnold

3
8

J.

__

Gulp, Willard E.

Cummins, Joshua W.

1

4
9
1

1

1

2

3

1

7

5

4
11

1

2

3

1

Dallman, James W.

1

1

Davis, Charlie
Davis, Clyde E.
DeMuth, Paul E.
Derrington, Robert

9

9

DiMuzio, Robert M. __
1

4
6

1

1

2

5

1

1

1

3

1

6

4

5
5

1

1

1

6

8
10

5

2

1

8
4

6

3
9

16

10

5

4

1
J.

1

6

Jr.

—

Gene Edwin __
Hawkins, Ralph B. .__
Hawkins, Robert W. __
Heinold, Jack
Heinze, Frank
Heinze, John G.
Hellard. George D., Jr.
Hewling-, Richard A. __j
Hatfield,

Holman, S. T.
Howerton, Jack,

2

3
12
2

4
16

9
3

8
13

2

1

4

4

3
5

11
6
7

Gene

Hoferer, Louis R.
Hofstetter, Carl
Hofstetter, Joe
Holbrook, William
Holeman, D. Fletcher

1

1

Hale, Don C.
Hale, H. Ed
Hall, Frank P.

Harris,

7

1

|

Robert
Hartley, William E.

1

4

7

3
3
5

3

4

Harrod,

1
1

8

|

Hanes, Edward C.

2

3
1

Cornelius P.

4

1

6
11

10

|

Delmas

Godbey, Edsel T.

Hadden, Newell P.,
Haffey, Stan
Hagan, Joseph E.
Hagerman, Bart
Hagy, Harold J.

1

6

5
7

8
4

W

3

1

1

6
11
6

2

2

4

|

8

Current, Ellis R.

_

__|

Grace, Charles K.
Grace, Hickory E., Jr.__,
Grady, Clarence
Greenslait, James
Grieco, Joseph R.
Gruneisen, Sam

14

28

|

Goodwin, W. H.
Gorham, Robert

9
6
6
7

6

4

1

1

4

_

6

27

[

1

12

4
2

2

I

1

5

1

2

Goebel, Bill, Jr.
Golden, Billy Joe

2

2

5

S.

Cawood, Hobert Guy

Crum, Edward E.

Gish,
1

1

5

4

Funkhouser, Roy A.__
Gammon, William
Gettler, John F.
Giles, Jonathan W.

1

6

10

11

_.

|

Foster, Berryman
Freese, Oliver T.
Freihaut, Herman

1

10

9
8
9

6
J.

1

5

2

DaiTell

1

12
14
9

4
2

Forysthe, Robert
Fortney, Robert Lee

1

5
2

11
4
2
5

4

|

__|

Fisher, William B., Jr.|
Fitch, F. A.
Fitchko, Bill
Fletcher, John L.
Florence, Robert H. __
Forbes, John W., Jr.
Foreman, Earl V.

1

3
11

C.

Fey, Allen
Figg, Charles R.

1

1

5

Ray

|

Ewing, C. M., "Hop"
William M.
Faust, John F.

2

5

--I

Carl

Falls,

2

8

13

'

Dixie,

__|

12

Elovitz,

Ernst,

Fair

8
3

|

Eilspermann, George

1

13
8

1

Bowman, Earl G.,"Dick"]
Bowman, George H.

Crouch, Jack

Jr.

3
3

R.

1

3
3

2
5

_

Harry

Caruso, J. T.
Cathey, Gene

Ben

1957

Good
2

.I

1

3

1

3
7

7

Bostick, Lord M., Jr.

Thomas

Edelen,

1
1

5
4
2

Bond, Jack C.
Bonner, John C.

Cai'ter,

Duke, Jesse W.,
Durkin, Jack H.

3

5

1

__.

D.
Blanton, Homer
Boeing, Charles F.

Carroll,

Sherl
B.

1

2

__.

Betz, Dick
Black, Charles

Bowling,

Howard
Dotson, W. S.

2
6
|

John

Bennett,

Excel.

|

Barbour, Morris
Barlow, Bill
Barlow, Bob
Barlow, James L. __

Bell,

NAME
Doll,

1

1

Ballard, Robert A.

Bartels,

Poor

Fair

Dolan, Richard

8
7
3
9
2

E.

Autore, Daniel
tach, Leonard
Baird, Daniel M.

Good

1

5
4
4

2
2

3
1

9
3

5

1

10
12

1

3

5

2
4

10
4

1

|

1

2
3

I

1

J
I

Jr.
[

1

2

15

3

2

3
2

10

1958
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NAME
Isaac,

Excel.

John K.

Jetei-,

John

|

j

I

B.

|

Johnson, Beinard
Johnson, James M.

j

9
3
2
3

13

1

1

1

1

1

7

|

4

14
5
13

3

2
3

4
22
1

|

j

|

j

2
5
9

|

7

j

Ludwlg, Harry F.
McClaskey, Booker
McCollum, Robert

j

|

__-l
[

Makepeace, William H.
Malcolm, Donald C. Manning, Louis

—

10

1

1

1

1

4
2

11
3
5

1

5

2

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

2
1

11

4

3

8
1

3
5

7
3

i

j

I

Martin, Bill
Marushi, Rudy
Matarazzo, Salvatore M.|
j

2
2
2

1

1

Meeks, Jack
Mercke, Frank
Millerhaus,
Mitchell,
Mitchell,

I

H.

Monroe, Robert W.
Moran, W. C.
Mordica, William A.
Moss, Howard A.
Moss, James W.

|

1

1

12

2

2

|

Mudd, Ed

I

Mullins, B. E.

Muntan, Peter

J.

j

Jr.

Bill

Neal, Gene
Neverstich, Johnny

Nimmo, Lo
Noland, Douglas
Nord, Ed

Omer,

Billy

1

1
1

7

4

W.

O'Nan, Norman
O'Neal, Bud
Osborne, Ted G.
Overby, H. E.
Page, Forrest
Palmer, Carl A.
Parker, Billie E.
Parsley, Clyde E.

__

1
|

7

1

1

1
1

7

1

6
6

2

10
4

3
3

|

1

1

j

6

2

|

1

1

j

|

2

1

2
j

j

j

|

R._i

4

11
3
2

4

4

7
6

|

R.

Curt
]

4

1

4

6
7
6

2

7

1

3

12
22
2

5

James W.

1

Simmss, Wavelan J.,
Sinclair, George H.
Skinner, Earnest

2

Sledd, T.
Sloan, Earl Dean
Sloan, Wallace

2
2
1

Smith, Edgar J.
Smith, Walter K.

9
4

1

Snider, Louis G.
Sparks, Hari-y M.

1

1

4

6
5

2
9

1

11
10
10

13

1

2
7
3

4

1

8
4
2

3

4

1

1

8

1

Stone, Clifton
Sullivan, Don C.

1

Teague,

2

Thompson, Jack S.
Thompson, Jack
Thompson, Paul
Thompson, Ralph
Thurman, J. W.

1

1

9

j

j

|

Jr.

1

2
4

Amos

Treas, Joe

W.

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

2
6
11
12

1

1

2

1

1
1

4

1

1

8
7
5

1

1

1

__1

Stephenson, Burkitt H.
Stephenson, Harry S. -_
Stevens, Paul B.
Stevens, William Darrell

3

1

2

i

Showalter, John
Shumate, Roy V.

16
14
17

15
12

1

5

1

1

1

1

1

Shaw, John H.
Shaw, Stanley E.

6
6

1

7

i

j

2

1

I

Selvy,

Sheets,

1

12

4

1

3
9

2

2
4

2

1

1

4

|

Schutz, John

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

5

1

1

|

1

Scott, Bill
Scott, Luther
Scullen, Allan

i

j

1

Jr

1

1

7
9

J.,

1

1

Schlich, Paul E.
Schmitt, K. F.
Schultz, Edward "Jake"|

2

3

1

1

1

Robertson, Everett L.
Rocke, James M.
Rogers, Harry K.
Rogers, J. B.
Rolph, Harold J.
Rudolph, Fred, Jr.
Russell, Charles B.
Russell, Joe
Sabato, Al
Sacra, Gresham

Schuhmann, Joseph

1

1

0'

11

|

5
9

9

1

1

G.
Radjunas, Stan E.
Ratterman, B. W., Jr.__|
Ray, Shirley G.

4

5
7

1

1

j

3

|

Mussman, Ralph,
Nau,

2
13

2
2
1

6

|

1

1

1
|

Logan

Poor

Fair

j

|

i

_-|

Powell,

3

j

|

1

Louis

Sam

4

Bill

Emmett
Vyron W.

Moellering,

7
2
2

Potter,

j

I

I

May, E. B., Jr.
Mayhew, Happy
Mayhugh, Robert Lee.j
Mayo, Henry L., Jr. --1

j

St. Charles, Thomas A.|
Sauter, Harold S.
Saylor, Ben
Scharfenberger, Irvin T.j
Schellhase, David

1

1
1

j

Perdue, Paul
Perkins, Billy
Perry, A. L.
Perry, L. J.
Pinson, Eugene
Poore, William E.

Good
4
4
4
11

]

Maurice
Riggs, William T.

1

5

Patrick, Charles C.
Pearce, H. L.
Pence, William M.

Riddle,
1

11
2
4

1

Excel.

Reddington, James
Reed, Gordon
Reinhart, Gene
Rentz, Thomas W.

1

1
6
7

3
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NAME

|

2

1

I

McQuilling, Gerald
McTigue, Joe

9
9

1

4
11

j

___]
G.-.j

McCowan, Connell
McHenry, Louis P.
McKown, C. H.

1

1

2

j

Lohr, Joel D.
Lucas, Gene T.

2

1

5

\

Longenecker, David M.

1

|

j

Levicki, A. P.

2
2

1
1

6

__|

Lenahan, Thomas F

1
1

1

3

1

|

Lee, Charles J.

2

|

|

Lawson, Leland

8
10
12
10
4
1

|

King, Allen J.
Kraesig, Charles F.
Kraesig, Ray
Kyle, Leslie G., Jr.
Lancaster, Morris B.
Lawson, Carl E.

1

1

1

James Carl
Kathman, Bernie
Kemper, Russ
Kimble, Frank

Jones,

Poor

Fair

1

1

Janning, Robert L.
Jarboe, Clem E.
Jenkins, Kean

Good

I

j

)

I

I

6
3
6
7
6
5
6

4

1
1

2
1

4

3
5

3

1

6

1

8

1

2
11
6

4

6

1

1

1
1

6
3
6
5

10

1
1

1
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NAME

Excel.

Good

Fair

Ti-outman, Doyle C. _-|
Tucker, William R. ___|
Vance, Wendell
Van Meter, David G. _-|
Van Meter, John W., Jr.[
Vankirk, Alvia S.
Varner, Ray G.
Vennari, Paul
Vinson, William Jarrel

1

1

4

5
5

Waldrop, Douglas
Walker, Paul R.
Walter, Lafayette
Wanchic, Nicholas
Wash, Johnnie
Watson, John T.
Watts, Shirley
Welch, Bill
Welch, Tom

2
2
6
7

12

1

4

6

1

Poor

2
2

10

Williams, Bert O. _.
Williams, Felix, Jr. _
Williams, James H. _
Williams, Reid V. ._
Williams, Roy E.
Wilson, Jack R.
Wilson, John Pope
Winfrey, Shelby
Witt, Fred
Womack, William H.
Wurtz, Emil H.

2

|

1

|

1

j

|

I

|

[

5
6
5

4

1
|

|

|

1

3
3

4
3
6

2
1

2
2

4

1

1 reel,

adult audiences who may enjoy the particular film
listed.
The rental prices shown do not apply to
schools which use one of the special subscription
service plans, offered by the Bureau of Audio-Visual
Material.

Basketball

BALL HANDLING IN BASKETBALL,

j-s-c, 1 reel,

$1.50

Teaches fundamentals of basketball handling including stance, grip, control, adjustment before
shooting, catching the ball, and other points.
Presents game shots, using special photographic techniques to illustrate principles.

BASKETBALL FUNDAMENTALS—INDIVIDUAL
j-s-c-a, IV2 reels, $2.50

Branch McCracken, Indiana University basketball
coach, uses his team to demonstrate the fundamentals of basketball.
Slow-motion photography is
used to break the various court techniques down
into easily grasped essentials.

BASKETBALL KENTUCKY STYLE,

j-s-c-a,
reels, .$2.50 (in state), $5.00 (out of state)

This

2

the revised edition of the film "Basketball
By Rupp" prepared under the personal direction of
Mr. Rupp especially for coaching use.
is

BASKETBALL STRATEGY FOR

GIRLS,

j-s-c-a, 1

reel, $1.50

The basic strategy

of offense play

(fakes, rolls,

cutting, screening, varying pace) and defense play
(player to player, basic zone, shifting zone, triangle,

and diagonal)
film.

is

demonstrated and explained

1

1
1

1

8
2

6
9

2

3

10

2
8
4

8
3
6

1

1

1

1

3

2

1

2
1

1

1

6
2

7

2

4

1

1

2

GIRLS,

i-s-c-a,

Basic movement skills (running, starting, stopping, turning) passing (finger control, movement
with the pass, leading the receiver, choice of the
right pass), catching (side pass, high pass), shooting (finger control, arm extension, wrist flip, choice
of the right shot), dribbling, faking, and pivoting
are demonstrated and explained in this film.

BETTER BASKETBALL,

j-s-c-a, 3 reels, color, $.75

This film is produced by the Official Sports Film
Service under the sanction of the National Federation of State High School Athletic Associations. It
demonstrates current rules and good officiating
procedure, with colorful action by skilled players.

CHAMPIONSHIP BASKETBALL— TEAM TECHNIQUES,

j-s,

1 reel, $1.50
is

shown, with the means

best used under varying conditions.

2 reels, $2.50

Animated play diagrams, slow motion photography, and action shots are combined in this new
film prepared under the personal direction of Mr.
Rupp especially for coaching- use. Among the drills
and plays covered in this film are: pivot man's slide
into the basket; Play No. 6, the famous Kentucky
Basket Maker; legal screening; penetrating zone
defense; and the Kentucky fast break.

TECHNIQUES,

3

2

$1.50

Man-to-man defense
j-s-c-a,

1958

Poor

Fair

1
6

BASKETBALL TECHNIQUES FOR

below are in the Film Library
of the University of Kentucky Department of
Extension.
The Code letters "e,j,s,c,a" refer to
elementary, junior high, senior high, college and
listed

BASKETBALL BY RUPP,

2

Zimmerman, William

Films
The films

Good
3

Werkowitz, Jack
Whedbee, Melville F.
Whipple, Lloyde G. _.
Wigg'inton, AL, Sr. _.

1

6
5

2
7

Excel.

Wells, Milford
6

4
6

I

NAME

in this

DEFENSIVE
j-s-c,

1

FOOTWORK

reel,

IN

BASKETBALL,

$1.50

Striding with an opponent, checking, maneuvering
him out of position and other basic skills are illustrated, using- special photography to demonstrate
points. Rebounding, pivoting, and con-elated arm
action are taught also.

EASTERN VS. LAFAYETTE (1957)
BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT FINALS,

K.H.S.
e-j-s-c-a,

3 reels, color, $.75

The final game of the 1957 K.H.S. State Tournament was played in Freedom Hall at the Kentucky
Fairgrounds and Exposition Center before a record
crowd of 18,000. The final score was 56-52 as the
Lafayette Generals won the crown for the fourth
time.

KING BASKETBALL,

j-s-c-a, 3 reels, $.75

The official rules for the 1953-54 season are interpreted in this film. In addition, play situations
are demonstrated by members of the Shawnee Mission basketball team, finalists in the Kansas State
High School Tournament.
Particular skills are
shown by Robin Freeman, jump shot artist, who
averaged thirty points a game for Hughes High
School, Cincinnati; Wade Holbrook, a 7 foot
inch giant from the Portland, Oregon, State High

%

i
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School champions; and Chuck Darling, All- American center from the University of Iowa.

HAZARD

ADAIR COUNTY

VS.

STATE
FINALS,

K.H.S.

(1955)

BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
e-j-s-c-a, 3 reels, silent, $.75

This is an excellent film of the g^me in which
Hazard defeated Adair County by the score of 74-66
for the championship. Johnny Cox bore the brunt
of the attack by the champions while all-state players, Ralph Shearer and Terry Randall, were best
for Adair County. The presentation of all awards
and trophies for the tournament is shown also.

HIGHLIGHTS OF

STATE BASKETBALL

1956

TOURNAMENT,

film.

this

in

Beginning Swimming, e-j-s-c-a, 1 reel, $1.50
Through scenes photographed both above and
beneath the surface of the water, basic techniques
of swimming for beginners are demonstrated. Land
and water drils involving kicking, breathing, floating, paddling, and stroking and pulling with the arm
are practiced separately, then coordinated as the
swimmer learns the American crawl. The back float,
back stroke, and breast stroke are also illustrated
and explained.
Breast Stroke, Side Stroke, and Underwater Swimming, e-j-s-c-a, 1 reel, $1.50
This film presents the conventional breast stroke,
timing the strokes, and the kick.

e-j-s-c-a, 3 reels, sound, $.75

Interesting scenes of events

ment are shown
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during the tournaAction shots of the

Crawl Stroke,

e-j-s-c-a, 1 reel, $1.50

The basic principles of the stroke are presented
The arm stroke, the kick, and the breath-

crowd, cheerleaders, and bands are shown in addition to a part of the play in each tournament game.

in this film.

MODERN BASKETBALL,

Diving Fundamentals, j-s-c-a, 1 reel, $1.50
After a brief history of the sport of diving, the
following points are explained and demonstrated:
The hurdle jump, determining the correct distance,
proper arm action, correct way of landing on the
feet, proper takeoff and lift, correct entry into the

j-s-c-a, 3 reels, $.75

This film presents two high school teams playing
basketball, illustrating the techniques of the game.
It presents various infractions of the niles and how
to avoid them.

NEWPORT VS. INEZ
TOURNAMENT

(1954) K.H.S.

FINALS,

BASKETBALL

e-j-s-c-a,

3

reels,

silent, $.75

This

is

the final

Tournament,

in

game

PADUCAH TILGHMAN VS. LEXINGTON LAFAYETTE (1953) K.H.S. BASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT FINALS, e-j-s-c-a, 3 reels,
the final

Dolphin Kick,

e-j-s-c-a,

reel,

1

$1.50

An excellent swimmer, an underwater camera,
and carefully devised teaching demonstrations introduce the new swimming technique known as the
dolphin or fish-tail kick. Analyzing the body movements used in the dolphin kick, the film stresses
the importance of practice for mastery of this efficient

speedy kick.

1953 Kentucky High School A. A.

silent, $.75
is

water. The backward dive is also taught, including
lift, arching the body, and entry into the water.
The motion is stopped at various points to enable
detailed study of form.

of the 1954 State Basketball

which Inez defeated Newport by

the score of 63-55. The sparkling play of Newport's
Redmon, and Inez's Cassady and Triplett, is the
highlight of the film. The three players were selected as members of the All-State Team.

This

ing are demonstrated. This film also includes slow
motion shots under water.

game

of the 1953 State Basket-

Swimming Meet,

j-s-c-a, 2 reels, silent, $.75

Tournament in which Lafayette High of Lexington, Kentucky defeated Paducah Tilghman of
Paducah, Kentucky, by the score of 84-53.
This
film shows the superior play of two very excellent

This film shows the finals of all events in the
1953 State Swimming Meet. The individual divers
are included. St. Xavier was the winner in Class A,
Berea Foundation in Class B, and Newport in Class

teams.

C.

ball

RUPP'S

FUNDAMENTALS OF BASKETBALL,

Coach Rupp's University of Kentucky Wildcats
(1949-50) demonstrate ten different plays in such
a clear manner that it is easy to follow and learn
each play.

SHOOTING IN BASKETBALL,

j-s-c,

1

reel,

Swimming
e-j-s-c-a,

1

reel,

$1.50

The film presents a diving exhibition by HarSlow motion
old Smith, an Olympic champion.
photography brings out clearly various points in
Smith's techniques.

Swimming Meet,

Highlights of the meet and championship heats
are shown in the film. St. Xavier of Louisville won
the Class A title for the ninth consecutive year.
University High of Lexington won the Class B and
Bellevue the Class C.

$1.50

Concentrating on the set shot, this film pictures
the action of the throw, stance, aim, trajectory, and
fingertip control. Special attention is given total
body coordination, especially inward rotation of the
hand and arm making the throw.

Aquatic Artistry,

1955 Kentucky High School A. A.
j-s-c-a, 4 reels, silent, $.75

j-s-c-a, 1 reel, silent, $1.25

Learn

to

Swim,

e-j-s-a, 2 reels, $.75

This film outlines the buddy system in learning
to swim. Steps illustrated are as follows: Breathing,
floating and gliding, arm stroke, leg stroke, elementary swimming, demonstration of stroke combination, and adaptation of stroke to individuals.

Swim and Live, j-s-c-a, 2 reels, $.75
Men of the Army Air Forces at Miami
to

ing

are taught

swim from floating to swimming through burnoil. The film is useful for pre-induction instruc-

and for safety classes as well as for general
programs.
tion
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came back with

The Flying Dutchman
The Dutchman wants an unusual column
March and he needs Kentucky's coaches

for

and officials to cooperate.
Right now, write the Dutchman, and, if
you are a coach, tell him all the things you
like about the officiating you have had this
year; if you are an official, write him all the
things you like about the coaches.

The quotes from coaches and

officials

scattered across the wide expanse of Kentucky will make interesting and informative
reading. We don't want the things you didn't
Everybody's heard them over and over,
like.
and the Dutchman never writes from a negative ptandpoint. In our column, we find good
things to say about people because we want
our copy to be happy reading. If we can't
find something good to say, we never say
anything.
Occasionally,

the

Dutchman

gets

1958

letters

from scattered points asking why such undeserving individuals qualify for his awards,
and there is always a stock answer. We aren't
interested in the things which made him undeserving, we are only interested in the
qualities which make for greatness of mankind.

their pockets bulging with
the "green stuff."
Official Vic Brizendine scheduled one of

the country's major basketball teams on his
officiating itinerary. Vic did an outstanding
job of whisthng at the world famous Phillips
Oilers contest with the Indiana
Champions. Brownstown. The very important games
which our officials are called on to handle
reflect the confidence which athletic departments far and wide place in the Bluegrass "whistlers".
Remember former coach Jim "Pud" McLain, of Magnolia? "Pud" wrote a lot of
basketball history while he was romping
across the hardwood at Buffalo winning all
kinds of honors for himself and his school.
"Pud" has left the coaching ranks. His rich
background of fishing and camping experience procured for him the directorship of
that division of recreation in the Recreation
Program of Jefferson County.

AAU

Many of Kentucky's coaches may soon
branch out, especially in the summer, into
fields of recreation. This is a scoop now, but
by the time you read this column, it may
well be that this session of Kentucky's Legislature will have brought recreation service
to the Commonwealth on a state level. With
recreation consultant service available to all
in Kentucky, it is a safe prognostication that many recreation programs
will shortly be closely allied with athletic
coaches in Kentucky counties from the Mountains through the Bluegrass to the Pennyrile.

cooperate, coaches and officials.
Right now, write that letter or card to The
Flying Dutchman, Armory Building, LouisYou are writing the
ville 2, Kentucky.
column for March.

communities

You are a football coach. You have just
had a tremendous season and you are thrilled
by the success, and on top of all this, gratitude pours into your already complete life
in the form of one thousand cash dollars.
This happened to Elizabethtown's outstanding football coach. Bill Hogg, and it could not
have happened to a nicer guy. Elizabethtown gets the Flying Dutchman's salute of
the month for willingness and ability to

It's unfair to have sports without making
these available to everybody, skilled and unskilled, through the medium of recreation
and athletic programs. If recreation comes
to Kentucky on a state level, many new recreational outlets will join those of the sports
field. There should be an excellent opportunity for a good Kentucky recreationist to
take over a brand new position of State Consultant of Recreation.
Now for a melancholy note. Little Nick
Poppas, "the Rough Diamond from Blue
Diamond," long a landmark in Kentucky's
mountains, has left the hill country and is
now located in Dayton, Ohio. The handsome
little fellow plans to continue his officiating
in Ohio. We can say to Ohio that Kentucky's
loss is its gain. The Dutchman will stack the
work of Nick Poppas up against the best
produced anywhere. The best wishes of all
of Kentucky go with Nick. Hazard will miss
him.

Please

recognize a job well done.

While Bill Hogg was banking his $1,000,
two of Kentucky's outstanding football officials boarded an airplane to fly to the Sun
Bowl Game in El Paso, Texas, where they
gave the Texans a sample of Kentucky ofComplimentary remarks from the
ficiating.
Lone Star State continue to pour into the
Dutchman's office, praising the outstanding
work of Dave Longenecker and Jack Howerton, Jr. Not only did the work of these two
outstanding arbiters reflect credit on Kentucky's officiating, but both gentlemen also

From Claude Frady,

principal of

Hindman,
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Mid-Kentuckv Football Officials

letter: "On behalf of our student
body, our faculty and our friends, I wish to
express sincere appreciation for the Abou
Ben Adhem Award sent us recently. We feel
that it is the most significant award that a
school can receive in sports— to be recognized
not for winning, but for competing in a

comes this

sportsmanlike manner. We shall always endeavor to merit the award."
Abou Ben Adham awards do mean something to Kentucky's schools, and they can
only be merited on the recommendation of
officials, visiting players, fans, coaches or
school men. Whom do you know deserving of
this

award?

Here's the first Game Guy of 1957-58 To
Joe T. Kinman, Williamstown's outstanding
official, goes the credit for taking interest in
this young man. A Lionheart Lapel Button
is now adorning the left lapel of Harry L.
Marsh, of Milford, Kentucky, for his courage
in overcoming a physical handicap to engage in basketball. Fourteen years of age,
!

stars for Bracken County High in
spite of a very badly burned leg suffered
when he was only four years of age. Congratulations to Harry and thanks to Joe for
his interest in physically handicapped youngsters. Let's keep the nominations for the
Game Guy of 1958 rolling in. What youngster are you interested in?
If Coach Pearl Combs of Hindman had not

Harry

already won the Corn Cob Pipe Award, he
would surely deserve one for all of the compliments which come in from officials and
visiting teams. The consensus is that Coach
Pearl Combs always insists that his boys
address officials courteously, that his fans
cheer good plays, no matter which team
makes them, and he always sees that officials
are well taken care of between halves with
soft drinks, plenty of towels and a good
place to relax.
Let's close February's
play of the month:

column with our

PLAY: Team A commits its fourth personal foul and the scorer fails to signal the
officials of this fact. The bonus shot is not
allowed. Play resumes and time has been in
when the scorer recognizes his mistake and
notifies the officials.
RULING In our Basketball School at Lexington in August, we agreed that once time
had been in, nothing could be done about
the situation. If time had not been in when
the mistake was discovered, then a correction could be made.
:

There
all

is

something happening

the time!

in

Kentucky

The Mid-Kentucky Football Officials Association held its annual meeting at the
Officers Club, Fort Knox, on December 11.
Officers for the coming year were elected.
Association members in the picture above
are, reading from left to right: Jenkins (Secretary-Treasurer),

Wilhams,

O'Mahoney,

Matarazzo (President), Pence,
(Vice-President), Goldsmith, Scul-

McClaskey,
Fletcher
len.

K.F.H.S.G.S.A.

Northern Kentucky News
The sponsors of Girls' Athletic Associations in
Northern Kentucky and a student representative
from each school held two meetings this winter at
Highlands High School in Fort Thomas, Kentucky.
The purpose of these meetings was to schedule interclub basketball games. The following schools were
represented at these meetings and will participate:
Bellevue, Boone County, Campbell County, Newport,
Ludlow, and Highlands. These g'ames are played
after school with varsity and reserve teams participating.
The expense of the officials is shared by
the two schools playing a game. Officials are obtained from the University of Cincinnati.
The school representatives in this area attend
sports clinics conducted by the University of Cincinnati
Physical Education Department and the
Officials Rating Board of Southern Ohio.
Each
year clinics are usually held in field hockey, volleyball, basketball, and swamming.
On March 4, 1958, all of the G.A.A. varsity and
reserve basketball teams in this area will meet at
Highlands High School to give awards to the varsity
and reserve team winning the most games during
the season. Also, this will give the girls a chance
for fellowship with each other and promote better
understanding between the schools. Each club makes
a small contribution to pay for the awards.

Loyce Meadows, Sponsor G.A.A.
Highlands High School
Fort Thomas, Kentucky
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BOARD MINUTES

that

He had

the

ruling

of

the

Commissioner

in

the

Bill

Coley case be approved by the Board. The motion
carried unanimously.
The Commissioner brought to the attention of
the Board correspondence concerning the James
He had ruled James Gregory curGreg'ory case.
rently ineligible for athletic competition at the Centertown High School under the provisions of the
Residence Rule, since the boy's parents were not
residents of the district and since James had been
a first team competitor in another school. He recom-

was

mended that

the boy's eligibility be restored as of
1958, or when the parents should make a
move to the Centertown district. W. B. Jones moved,
seconded by W. H. Crowdus, that the recommendation of the Commissioner with respect to the James
Gregory case be approved by the Board. The motion
was can-ied unanimously.
Cecil A. Thornton moved, seconded by K. G.
Gillaspie, that the next meeting of the Board of
Control be held in Louisville on Saturday, February

April

add to the burden of officials. The third proposal
group received a near 50-50 vote. This vote
had an influence on later action by the Committee.
The Questionnaire showed a majority vote on
ily

(Continued from Page Three)
declared Coley ineligible for athletic
competition at the Bowling Green High School for
thirty-six
period
of
weeks under the provisions of
a
the Residence Rule. After a discussion of the case,
Louis Litchfield moved, seconded by Jack Dawson,
case.
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The motion was carx-ied unanimously.
Cecil A. Thornton moved, seconded by W. H.
Crowdus, that all bills of the Association, beginning
October 5, 1957, and ending January 4, 1958, be
allowed. The motion was carried unanimously.
The Board was then called to order in its
capacity as Board of Directors of the K.H.S.A.A.
Protection Fund.
Secretary-Treasurer Sanford presented a list
of claims which had been paid by the Protection
Fund since October 5, 1957, the total amount of
these claims being $9,398.39. Louis Litchfield moved,
seconded by K. G. Gillaspie, that the claims as presented by the Secretary-Treasurer of the Protection
Fund be allowed. The motion was carried unanimously.
There being no further business, the meeting
1.

in this

a proposal to revise the kicking rule so that when
a scrimmage-kick is first touched by K beyond the
line, it would immediately become dead. Despite the
fact that this would be a considerable deviation from
traditional practice, the item received a 55% favorable vote. The discussions revealed that such a
change would result in considerable simplification
through the elimination of complicated situations
which seldom arise and which must be covered in supplementary material such as that in the Case Book.
For various reasons, the Committee did not choose
to adopt the proposal but recognized the possibilities
by authorizing serious experimentation with it and
continued study.
A proposal to permit the snapper to turn the
ball with long axis parallel to the line before the
snap received a heavy minority vote on the Questionnaire. The Committee felt that further experimentation should be made before making such proposal a part of the rules.
Another Questionnaire item which received a
near 50-50 vote was that concerning further restriction of the type of hip and rib pads which may
The heavy supporting vote indicates a
be used.
desire to take every possible measure in the direction of safety. Further conferences with research
departments
of
equipment manufacturers was
authorized with a view to possible action if the
study should reveal any safety improvements.

VALUABLE REPORTS were made by Chairof the Safety Committee, by
Chairman C. B. Fagan of the Football Injury Committee, by Chairman J. C. Harper of the Game Administration Committee, by Chaimian Lyle Quinn
of the Equipment Committee, by Chairman S. D.
Jackson of the Research Committee, by Chairman
Webb Porter of the Statistical Committee and by
Chairman W. M. Runyon of the Football Fatal In-

man Kermit Anderson

jury Committee.

AUTHORIZED RULES REVISIONS
Diagram,

adjourned.

NATIONAL FEDERATION MEETING
(Continued from Page One)
or favors prohibiting only the lineman shifting after
having come to a set position on the line.
Several items related to possible simplification
of the I'ules were voted upon in item 11 of the
Questionnaire. One of these would have permitted
a place-kick as well as a punt or drop-kick when a
return-kick is used. About the only purpose in such
a revision would be removal of the necessity for
making a separate provision for the return-kick.
The heavy adverse vote is probably explained by
the feeling that use of a place-kick on a returnkick, if attempted, would increase injury hazards.
A second item in this group would have prohibited
an ineligible lineman from advancing beyond the
neutral zone between the time a forward pass is
touched beyond the line and the time it is ended or
is touched by B. The heavy adverse vote may be due
to a feeling that attractive screen passes might be
slightly more limited under such revision. Another
explanation for the opposition could be the feeling
that since administration of these situations is rather complicated, any revision, even though it would
affect only infrequent occurrences, might temporar-

Page
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Field

and equipment dia-

show the yardage stakes should be 7
with an 8-inch disk at the top and the
down marker should be a stake 6 feet 8 inches high
with a flip plate 12 inches vertically and 10 inches
horizontally. Also, each of the coaches boxes will
be shown as being- 30 yards long, i.e., between the
35 yardlines instead of the present leng'th of 40
grams

will

feet high

yards.

A

1-4-1;
slight revision will make it clear that
a decision, such as whether to accept or decline a penalty is to be made by a field captain, the
Referee will not grant a time-out before the choice

when

is

made.
,

1-4-2:
The diagram showing the customary^
positions of players and the recommended system
of numbering- players will be slightly revised so any
number below 60 will be that of a player who is"
normally eligible to receive a forward pass.
The
recommended numbers for ends will be 50 to 59 and
the recommended numbers for centers will be from
80 to 89. The numbers for tackles and guards vnll
be interchanged to permit coaches to number positions and slots from the center outward, i.e., from
high to low.
1-5-3-f: Last sentence will be deleted and the
word "white" will be omitted in the next to the last
sentence.
This revision is in accoi'dance with pre-
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which stated that, beginning with the
season of 1958, no transverse stripes on the sleeve
below the elbow may be used.
2-9: Definition of "goal line" will be slightly
expanded to make it clear that when related to a
live ball in a runner's possession while the ball is
over out-of-bounds area, the goal line includes the
extension beyond the sidelines. The purpose of the
expansion is to provide coverage for an infrequent
It
occurrence which, previously, was not covered.
vious' action

involves touchdown situations in which the ball in
possession of a runner is not "behind" the goal line
if it is assumed that the goal line ends at the
sideline.
The revision will show that a touchdown
might be scored without the ball having been in an

end zone.
2-15-2: Definition of what constitutes being on
the scrimniag-e line will show that the player's head
must be on or not more than 12 inches behind the
line. Heretofore, it could have been claimed that if
his head were within 12 inches of the line and in
front of it, such player would be "on the line."
2-26: Definition of a snap will be expanded to
be in harmony with the authorized interpretation
that there may be an illegal snap as well as a legal
snap. The revised definition will also give specific
coverage for the established interpretation that a
snap ends when the ball touches the ground or a
player. The new definition will state that the snap
begins when the snapper first moves the ball other
than in legal adjustment as in 7-1-3 and that it
ends when the ball touches the gTOund or any playThis conforms with the authorized interpretaer.
tion that if the snapper lifts the ball and this is
followed by a fumble and recovery by B, the penalty
for the illegal snap may be declined. Correspondingrevisions in wording will be made in 7-1-3.
3-1-1
Slight revision will be made to indicate
that for junior college or college games, the 3minute warm-up period before each half is not
mandatory unless by conference adoption.
:

3-4-1: Items e, f and g will be revised and there
be a reversal of the order of items e and f.
In item e, the term "charged" will be omitted since,
under the authorized revision about compulsoi-y replacement of an injured player, a requested and
granted time-out which is not a Referee's time-out
will always be chai'ged. Item g' will be revised to
specifically list all acts which constitute a Referee's
time-out including any time-out when the clock is
stopped for an injured player after his team has
used its four permissible time-outs. These revisions
have the effect of classifying all time-outs as being
either a time-out charged to a team or a time-out
charged to a Referee and of eliminating the only
remaining excess time-out. Excessive reouests may
become a foul for delay of game but there is no
case where the granting of a time-out request is
automatically a foul.
will

Article 2 will be revised to state that a charged
time-out occurs when: (a) request by the Captain
or other authoinzed player is granted; or (b) the
Referee's stopping of the clock or his delaying of
the ready-for-play signal is necessary for removal
of an injured player; or (c) repair of faulty equipment requires assistance of a team attendant or
excessive delaying of the ready-for-play signal.
This harmonizes with the mandatory removal of
a player for one down in the outlined situations and
also provides specific coverage for certain cases connected with repair of equipment.
The equipment
situations were covered last year by interpretation
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but not by rule.
In Article 3, the first sentence will be retained
article will be replaced by a
statement that it is a Referee's time-out if, after the
permissible four time-outs have been used, a timeout is necessitated by an injured player or if the
Referee erroneously grants a request for a non-

and remainder of the

permissible time-out.
This conforms with the authorized mandatory
removal of a player for whom the clock is stopped
or who, because of injury when the clock is already
stopped, causes delay of the ready-for-play signal.
It also provides that if a Referee erroneously grants
a non-permissible time-out, he assumes responsibility for it and resumes play immediately without assessing penalty. Prior to the time a team has been
charged with four time-outs in the half, the stopping
of the clock for an injured player will result in the
charg-ing of a time-out as well as removal of the
injured player.
The plays which follow Article 3 will be revised
to fit.
3-4-4: This is

a new article which will state that
whom the clock is stopped or
the ready-for-play signal is delayed shall be replaced
for at least one down and his team shall be charged
with a time-out unless the four permissible timeouts have been used.
3-5-1: Item (a) will be revised to state that the
clock starts with the ready-for-play signal if it was
stopped for a Referee's time-out.
This includes all cases of a Referee's time-out
and all will be listed in 3-4-1-g.
3-5-3: In second line, "charged" will be substituted for "legal" to make it clear that advance
notice is not necessary for a Referee's time-out.
3-6-2: Item (b) will be deleted and remaining
items will be relettered.

an injured player for

4-3: Expanded Article 1 or a new Article 2
will indicate spot from which ball is snapped after
ball becomes dead in that part of the field between
the side zones. This does not represent any change
but will provide needed coverage.
4-3-3: In item (c), "or snap" will be inserted
after "free-kick" to make it clear that, if a snap follows a fair catch, ball may be moved along the
proper yai'dline.
5-3-1 In the play, the letters
and
will replace
and B since this is a kick.
6-4-3: In the second line, "anywhere between

K

:

R

A

the inbounds lines" will be inserted after "free-kick."
6-4-5: Second line will be slightly revised to
make it clear that if K legally uses his hands on R
for warding him off during a block, it is not fair
catch interference.
7-1-2: The first four and a fraction lines of
this article will be modified only enough to make it
clear that the comments apply to action prior to the
snap. These lines will be followed by the statement
that it is also a false start if any player on the line
between the snapper and the player on the end of
the line, after having placed a hand on or near the
ground, then moves his hand or makes any quick
movement unless the movement is caused by an
etc. as is.
irregularity such as ...
The purpose is to prohibit a guard or tackle
who has assumed a set position on the line from
shifting to any new position or from jerking the
head, shoulder or any part of the body in a way
which simulates action at the snap. The statement
does not prohibit normal turning of the head to
watch the ball or the defense or normal adjustments
to a more comfortable position. If a player inadvert.
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ently lines up in advance of the line of scrimmage,
is not on the line and is permitted to move back
to legal position unless it is a false start for other
reason. However, a player who misses his timing
and charges too soon, commits a false stai-t.
7-1-3: This article will be condensed and simplified to conform with the snap definition as revised in 2-26. It will state that ths snapper shall not,
after gripping the ball .... etc. as is: (a) slide his
hand along- the ball, or move his foot to simulate a
snap or fail clearly to pause before the snap; or
(b) lift or move the ball other than in a legal snap
as outlined in 2-26.
7-5-2: Item (c) will be expanded by adding "or
is beyond it because of a charge which drives an

he

opponent back from the neutral zone."
This has the effect of making it an

illegal forward pars with a 5-yavd penaltv when a lineman in
legal position after having driven an opponent back,
intentionally touches a forward pass. Heretofore,
such act was classed as forward pass interference
with a 15-yard penalty.
7-5-6: Item a will be revised to fit the revision
in 7-5-^". The revised statement will make it clear
that if an ineligible who is legally beyond the neutral
zone because of driving an opponent back is accidentally struck by a forward pass, it is not an infraction. If the striking is not accidental, it is an illegal
forward pass rather than pass interference.

Play (2)

will be revised to

conform.

9-1-2: In the eighth line "in flight" will be deleted to cover the situation where a kicker may
legally use his hands in warding- off a blocker even
it might be during a kick in flight.
P-4-1 This will be revised to state that no player
shall participate by touching the ball or hindering
an opponent after voluntarily having been out-ofbounds during the down. The last sentence will be
omitted and covered in a pla.v situation.
9-6-1: Item a will be revised to state that one
pla.ver and one coach may confer during a charged

though

:

time-out on the field in front of the coaches box
and at a distance not greater than 5 yards from the
sideline.

10-5-1

:

"Measurement"

"enforcement" since
is

will be substituted for
this applies only when penalty

accepted.

GENERAL:
The

North Carolina and any other
interested
.^^tate-wide
group was
or conference
authorized ti conduct a controlled experiment with
a provision in which first touching of a kick beyond
the line by K would cause the ball to become dead
immediately. The Questionnaire Committee was also
1.

state of

officia's or contest

2. A motion to adopt Item 18 on the questionw'hich provides that no measurement shall
carry the ball more than half the distance to the
.goal line was tabled. It was then ordered placed on
next year's questionnaire.

naire

3. A motion to give the pre-game choice to the
is behind in the score after any scox-e
has been made was defeated bv a vote of 26 to 4.
The Committee then ordered the topic placed on
next year's qustionnaire and suggested that statewide or conference g-roups conduct controlled experiments to determine reaction.
4. By a vote of 18 to 15, the Questionnaire Committee was instructed to arrange next year's questionnaire in such a way that it will be possible to
determine how various groups, such as coaches,

team which

managers, vote.

5. The Committee ordered the next year's questionnaire include the proposal that a field goal count

4 points.
6. To detei'mine whether there has been any
of sentiment, next year's questionnaire will include the proposal that the goal posts be placed on
the goal line.
7. Additional items which received considerable
attention and which will affect the material w-hich
is published in the Case Book or elsewhere included
the following. Because a player who is injured or
appears to be injured must now be removed if the
clock is stopped for his benefit, emphatic instruction will caution officials about ordering the clock
stopped too soon in such cases. The proper procedure will be for the Official to make a quick observation without stopping the clock. After investi.gation, if there is doubt, the clock should be stopped
and the player replaced. Supplementary material
will also call attention to the prohibition against
the pushing of a runner by a teammate.
Current
rule and interpretation permits the runner to push
either teammate or opponent in his attempt to advance but a teammate may not assist the runner

.?hift

by pushing him.
8. For outstanding services performed over a
period of many years, citation certificates were
presented to J. C. Hai-per (Alabama), Chairman of
the
Game Administration Committee; A. Oden
Hawes (Oregon), member of the Football Editorial
Committee; and Lyle Quinn (Iowa), Chairman of
the Football Equipment Committee. In recognition

many services of G. Gernon Brown (Louisiin connection with the National Football Committee, with adoption of the Code in Louisiana and
with the making of football films, he was made the
first life ad-visory member of the National Alliance Football Committee.
of the

ana)

SUPPLEMENTARY ACTION: Arrangements
were made to produce film strips desirable for use
by interpreters at rules meetings and by coaches
in explaining i-ules to their players. The strips will
be made in both color and black and white and vnW
have approximately 33 scenes. Continued research
and study for the improvement of equipment was
recommended, especially for cleats, face masks and
kidney protectors. Revised sections of the new footinclude those covering prerunning plays from scrimmage, kick-offs and goal line plays as well as
ball Official's Manual
.garne responsibilities,

others.

SIX

instructed to repeat this item on next year's questionnaire.
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MISTAKES OF MAN

The Roman philosopher and statesman Cicero,
said it 2,000 years ago, and it's still true today. The
"six mistakes of
1.

man"

are:

The delusion that individual advancement

made by

is

crushing- others;

The tendency to worry about things that cannot be changed or corrected;
2.

3. Insisting that a thing is impossible because we
cannot accomplish it;
4. Refusing to set aside trivial preferences;
5. Neglecting development and refinement of the
mind, and not acquiring- the habit of reading and

study;
6.

and

Attempting to compel other persons to believe
live as

we

do.

—^From Rotary Bulletin.

HUNT'S

.

.

IS

FOR THOSE

IN

A HURRY

minute needs for tournament play and for the last few
games before tournaments we have our warehouses full and ready to ship.
So REMEMBER

For those

last

"WE SHIP THE DAY YOU BUY"
FAIR-PLAY SCOREBOARDS
Tick-A-Way and Dial Types

in

Stock.

CONVERSE AND SPALDING BASKETBALL SHOES
.\11

sizes

from

5

thru 17

in

Stock.

BASKETBALLS
Onr No.

AFR

endorsed and used by Coach Adolph Rupp and the University

of Kentucky Wildcats.
]V[acGrea:or No. XIOL Last Bilt.
Both of these balls will bs used in
Lexing'ton.
also have the Spalding No. 100

We

the K.H.S.A.A.

19.58

Tournament

and Spalding- No. PLIO

in

in

Stock.

AWARD SWEATERS AND JACKETS
We

have HUNT'S, O'Shea and Butwin jackets, HUNT'S and O'Shea
sweaters in stock and ready to load.
Speedy lettering service will give
excellent
shipping time.
you

CRAMER AND BIKE WEB
Training and First-Aid Supplies.

OFFICIAL'S
We

EQUIPMENT

have a complete stock of equipment of
white and black stripes.

GLASS, STEEL

all

types for the

man

in

the

AND WOOD RECTANGULAR & FAN SHAPED BANKS

In stock for immediate delivery.
ready to ship immediately.

Goals for

all

types of backboards also

TICKETS
All denominations of tickets available and in stock.
and five colors available at $1.25 per roll.

Two thousand

to roll

TROPHIES AND AWARDS
Third place trophies and awards for Most Valuable and All Tournament
Teams. Speedy delivei y. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

We only wish that every school in Kentucky could send its team as a pai'ticipant to the 1958 Basketball Tournament. Best of luck to the 16 teams who
us.

make it.
who will be in Lexington at State Tournament Time come and see
Our display will be, as usual, in Room 463 at the Phoenix Hotel. We

will

be looking for you.

finally

All of you

Hunt's Athletic Goods Co.
Phone 103

MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
THE LARGEST EXCLUSIVE ATHLETIC HOUSE IN THE SOUTH

WHILE

IN LEXINGTON
FOR THE

State Basketball Tournament
Visit Our Sample Rooms
461 and 462 Phoenix Hotel
OUR
Hotel

quarters
store,
it

Sample Rooms at the Phoenix
happy meeting place and head-

special

are

the

for

players,

school and

coaches,

fans,

celebrities,

factory representatives.

Make

your headquarters, too.

OUR

Kentucky school representaHarry Blackburn and Chuck
Shuster will be on hand. As will John Head, Sales
Manager from our Louisville office.

tives.

Bob

traveling

^Hl

IHnEI^I

Rels,

See our complete showing of 1958 nationally
advertised
football
and basketball equipment,
honor sweaters and award jackets.

/
J^i

Write For
Spring Catalog
you have not received
your copy of the new 1958
Sutcliffe Catalog featuring

If

Baseball,

Track,

Softball,

and

other athletic
equipment, advise us at
once by letter or post card.

Tennis

225-227 So. 4th St., Louisville, Ky.

